GLEN OF IMAAL TERRIERS- BELFAST 21
Many thanks to the officers and committee for the appointment to judge several breeds at this show. This was my first trip to Ireland and it wont be my last. An enjoyable experience, made possible by the secretary, his hard working committee and helpers.

Post Graduate - Dog. Entries: 1 Absentees: 0
1ST BALLYCLARE ELI OF POACHERSMOON (MRS S SUTTON). 2 year old brindle of good size and balance. Typical Head
. well angled throughout tidy front and rear adequate bone and substance moved well.

Limit - Dog. Entries: 1 Absentees: 0
1ST AMHARD QUICK FIRE (MR M & MRS A HARDY). 2 ½ yrs. A wheaten of good size, and balance. A good head with a
Strong muzzle, lovely dark brown eye, tidy ears and excellent large dentition. well boned front, strong quarters, lovely coat
Of texture, thick with undercoat. carrying a good body with excellent ribbing. . Covered ground cleanly and briskly.
Open - Dog. Entries: 2 Absentees: 0
1ST AMHARD MANHATTAN JUN CH WW18 (NDL) BENELUX (NDL) JW18 (MR M & MRS A HARDY)
This dog is so well balanced and pleasing to go over, typical of the breed. I liked his head & skull, balanced with a powerful
Foreface, good proportions and ear set. Well bodied and angled throughout, with bone and substance. Moved steadily when
he got going, with propulsion from his muscular well made rear. Sporting his best thick harsh jacket today, with plenty of
undercoat. CC & BOB
2ND IR CH ABBERANN COSMIC COWBOY (MRS A WHITE). Another quality exhibit and splitting hairs with these 2. Very
similar throughought, however this one was more compact, but not sporting the quality jacket of one, sadly lacking in any
undercoat today, which cost him top spot.tidy on the move. RCC.

Post Graduate - Bitch. Entries: 1 Absentees: 0
1ST BALLYFOYLE KNOCKALONG LADY (MR E JENNINGS). 18 mth. This little lady was rather reluctant to perform today
that said she was of a good size and type, balanced throughout, well angled rear and sporting a tidy Brindle thick jacket.

Open - Bitch. Entries: 5 Absentees: 0
1ST CH JEONTY DREAMS A DREAM WITH KARENSBRAE JW (MRS K FORBES)
Feminine bitch , balanced, shapeley and well put together throughout. she has a super head and expression. She is so well constructed and goes with purpose and true gait. Sporting a thick jacket today that completed the picture. Hard to deny her the CC.
2ND AMHARD INDY KATE (MR M & MRS A HARDY). Hard to believe this one is 8 year old lovely overall shape, balance
throughout well ribbed and slight rise over loin. plenty of bone and substance typical head and expression, large teeth and
good eyes. a very clean mover not the best jacket today but it's very thick and coming through. RCC.
3RD CH ABBERANN WHISKEY YOUR'RE THE DEVIL BY GALORE (MS M MCNALLY)

Mark Walshaw - JANMARK

